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Bring your favorite Vera Bradley paisley patterns to life with a pop of gorgeous color! Create

something beautiful every day with this inspiring coloring book. Featuring authentic Vera Bradley

designs, each eye-catching illustration is printed on one side only of extra-heavy, acid-free,

200-year paper. On the back of each page is the name of the design, a cheerful quote, and lines for

personal notes. Perforated pages detach easily from the book, perfect for sharing with friends. A

full-color introduction shows you coloring techniques, craft ideas, and the right color swatches to use

for a terrific look. Featuring a foil-embossed cover, this unique book even includes 16 bonus gift

tags and 8 ready-to-color note cards. Get ready to color in the language of beauty with Vera

Bradley!
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Vera Bradley is a leading designer of women's handbags, luggage and travel items, fashion and

home accessories and unique gifts. Founded in 1982 by friends Barbara Bradley Baekgaard and

Patricia R. Miller, the brand's innovative designs, iconic patterns and brilliant colors continue to

inspire and connect women unlike any other brand in the global marketplace. The Company's

commitment to bringing more beauty into women's lives includes its dedication to breast cancer

research through the Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer.

I received a book for review but was not required to review it. This book has 40 popular Vera



Bradley patterns to color as well as helpful tips for choosing coloring supplies, deciding what colors

or shades to use, coloring techniques, an art gallery of designs and more. Plus, at the back of the

book, you will find gift tags and notecards that you can color and tear out to use.One of my favorite

features of this coloring book is that there is a section that shows the traditional Vera Bradley colors

used in that design along with a suggestion for alternate colors. IÃ¢Â€Â™ve owned many different

Vera Bradley bags over the years and it was fun to reimagine them by coloring with different

colors.This coloring book is truly gift quality and is definitely on the same par as the gorgeous bags I

fell in love with years ago. The cover of the coloring book has an inside page for your name. The

pages are nice and heavy which makes them ideal for framing after youÃ¢Â€Â™re done coloring

them. The designs are on the front and back of each page so youÃ¢Â€Â™ll need to choose which

design is your favorite before framing.

I'm a huge fan of adult coloring books and grew up with Vera Bradley products, so was super

excited to get this book. The attention to detail and quality of the book are exceptional. The book

begins with some informational pages about coloring techniques, various coloring devises, and

more. My favorite was a sample of all of the patterns used in this book. It also included the name of

the pattern and what year it came out. The pages are thick and didn't bleed through. The back of the

book included some note cards and gift tags that were super fun to use.Overall, this was a

wonderful book that is worth every penny. The intricate designs call for concentration and promote

relaxation. The beautiful patterns inspired creativity and were nice enough to display. The extras in

the back were enough to sell this book for me. This would make an excellent gift or as a relaxing

tool for you when stressed out and needed some relaxing time.I received a copy of this book from

Fox Chapel Publishing. All thoughts expressed are my own.

Stunning describes the designs in the Vera Bradley Paisley Patterns Coloring Book! This entire

book is a work of art. As with theÂ Vera Bradley Floral Patterns Coloring Book, the coloring pages

contain 40 different designs, many with happy or thoughtful sayings, making them perfect for

framing.The exotic and intricate designs are soothing to work with, a definite plus in the relaxing

pasttime of coloring. That said, the designs are very detailed and many are quite small, which might

be a drawback to someone with limited concentration or patience.The book also includes

suggestions for coloring media, techniques, and a colored pattern guide. The back pages are

perforated card stock with gift cards and note cards to color and use. This is a beautiful book.



I love the Vera Bradley patterns, so I was really excited for this coloring book. It did not disappoint!

The paper is high quality, so it won't tear or rip. My gel pens didn't bleed through to the other side

either. It has tags and cards in the back to color to give to friends, which I really liked. Some of the

pages are just patterns, and some have text. I prefer the text pages because I want to frame some

to decorate my office, but the pages with just patterns will turn out lovely as well.I received this book

in exchange for an honest review.

I received this book in exchange for an honest review. I'm a big Vera Bradley fan, and I just love the

beautiful paisley design on the cover of this book. Inside, the patterns (actual VB patterns) are a

variety of paisleys and florals motifs. Some are easier, with larger spaces to fill in, and others are

intricate. The opening pages give loads of advice on types of pens and markers, coloring

techniques, introduction to color theory, and decorating/framing ideas. There is also a pattern guide

to show how the actual iconic VB prints are colored, but feel free to explore on your own. In the back

are pages of gift tags and note cards, so you can share your creativity with family and friends. The

paper is thick, so your markers won't bleed through. The book is very high quality, something I

would be pleased to give or receive as a gift. I recommend it for both beginners and advanced

colorists.

Love this book, the pages are beautiful. This book has a bit more detail than the other (floral

patterns) book. It includes a few pages in the back to color your own gift tags and cards, which is an

awesome idea! The book includes a pattern guide, should you decide to color the patterns to match

the iconic VB prints. The quotes throughout the book are a nice touch as well.* I received this book

in exchange for my honest opinion.

Disclosure: I received this book in exchange for an honest reviewMaybe the most logical company

to come out with a coloring book! Vera Bradley's libraries of patterns are a gold mine for this project!

The book is gorgeous. The pages are detailed and include quotes on some pages and there's even

some note cards and gift tags in the back. The first few pages discuss what tools and techniques

you can use, as well as my favorite part, the pattern guide that shows the full color patterns and the

dates they were introduced, in case you wanted to copy the original colorways for framing, etc. This

is a very well executed coloring book, certainly feels special and would be a great gift!

Absolutely beautiful patterns in this Vera Bradley colouring book! The tiled patterned pages are my



personal favourite. One thing that really stands out in this book compared to other colouring books

I've owned is the thoughfulness to practical pages. The last 4 pages include gift tags and notecard

designs, which is awesome. I never know what to do with completed pages and these are super

cute and useful.The pages and paper quality of this book is also great for using more than just

colored pencils. I have tried a couple of my fineliners and didn't see any ink bleeding through.
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